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The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute (IEICI)
The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute is your premier gateway for doing 
business with Israeli companies. Established and funded by the government and the private 
sector, IEICI’s expertise in technology and product scouting, joint ventures and strategic alliances 
with Israeli companies spans more than half a century. 
Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to relevant businesses and government resources. IEICI 
will provide the information you need to connect, negotiate and do business all over the world.

Digital Media Sector
Israel has more than 500 digital media companies whose offerings span the range of innovative 
solutions. 
They are active in broadcasting, sports tech, retail and e-commerce, travel and hospitality tech, ad 
tech and consumer electronics. IEICI is committed to advancing the Israeli digital media industry 
by bringing together Israeli companies and leading companies from around the world.

Noa Avrahami ■ Manager, Digital Media Sector

■ T +972 3 514 2862 ■ M +972 54 546 2523

■ noa@export.gov.il ■ www.export.gov.il

mailto:noa%40export.gov.il?subject=
http://www.export.gov.il
https://www.export.gov.il/en
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Foreign Trade Administration
Israel's Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of Economy is responsible for managing and directing 
the international trade policy of the State of Israel. 
The Foreign Trade Administration operates over 45 economic missions in countries all over the world. 
Each of the missions has a team that is dedicated to fostering trade and investment between local 
companies and Israeli companies.

Israeli Economic & Trade Mission to Berlin, Germany 
The Economic & Trade Mission in Berlin is the representative of the Israeli Ministry of Economy and 
Industry. Their primary mission is the promotion of business relations between Israel and Germany, 
facilitating trade, economic cooperation, investments and R&D collaboration. 

The team is located in Berlin, assists Israeli and German companies and organizations, in opening doors, 
matchmaking and providing market information to facilitate successful long term relationships.

Doron Abrahami ■ Commercial Attaché, Embassy of Israel in Berlin 

■ M +49 30 206 4490 

■ Doron.Abrahami@israeltrade.gov.il ■ www.IsraelTrade.de

https://www.gov.il/en/departments/units/foreign_trade
mailto:Doron.Abrahami@israeltrade.gov.il
http://www.israeltrade.de/
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Solution at a Glance
What we do: Adjesty detects and stops bad ads in real time, scanning hundreds billions 

of programmatic transactions/RTB for Mobile, Video and Desktop. Our proprietary cloud 

based BigData Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning system protects brands by 

ensuring that only Clean Ads™ reach their inventories.

Why us: We are the only technology in the market which can preemptively detect and stop 

threats coming through the ads, like malvertising, viruses, phishing sites, scam before 

they reach the end users, while operating at full volumes of traffic at low costs and with a 

reasonable price tag.

Why now: The publishers’ seek for a better yield drives year-to-year growth of 

programmatic media buying and RTB. It is now easier to hide bad ads in a longer ads 

delivery chain, when machines buy from machines that buy from other machines. The 

continued raise of bad ads fuels further growth of consumer-level ad blockers.

Our Offering
Handling tens of billions transactions a day, Adjesty provides its customers with automatic 

tools that detect and help block in real time phishing campaigns, auto-redirects, 

malvertising, viruses, auto-downloads and other unsafe advertising content.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators: 

The only preemptive ad threat protection for the entire programmatic ad traffic 

stream / RTB

Company References and Strategic Partners:   
We work with the biggest AdTech and Media companies

www.adjesty.com

Our Artificial Intelligence technology classiyies programmatic ads into 500+ 
categories in real time, while detecting and blocking improper and malicious 
advertising.

Ad Networks, Vertical Net-

works, Ad Exchange

Ad Serving, Tracking

Ad Trading

Affiliate Marketing

TV, Video, Streaming, IPTV

http://adjesty.com/
http://www.adoptim.com/
http://adjesty.com/
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Solution at a Glance
AdOptim main mission is to deliver highly converting e-commerce audience to merchants 
and marketplaces. 
We edit and owns successful shopping websites, add-ons and apps to reach shopping 
users that converts!
In Addition, Adoptim also helps publishers to extend their revenue from their traffic by 
integrating our various e-commerce and publishing monetization tools.

Our Offering
•	 provide access to top converting shopping traffic for retailers and marketplaces 
•	 Monetization publishing tools for publishers

Customer Challenges and Benefits:  
•	 Access for Merchant and marketplace to top converting traffic sources and increase 

their sales
•	 For publishers, we provide effective publishing tools for increase Monetization of their 

traffic 

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators: 
AdOptim develop and distribute proprietary publishing tools serving both:
Merchant to gain great converting traffic and new users 
Publishers to increase monetization of their traffic and improve their user’s experience

Company References and Strategic Partners:   
Ebay, shopping.com

www.adoptim.com 

AdOptim relates merchants & marketplaces companies to top converting shopping 
sources, permit acquisition of new customers (B2C) and increase publisher revenues 
thanks to our monetization publishing tools.

Ad Networks, Vertical Net-
works, Ad Exchange

E-Business / 
E-Commerce

E-couponing

Affiliate Marketing

http://www.adoptim.com
http://www.adoptim.com/
http://www.adoptim.com
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Cincopa is a leading SaaS video & media platform for business 

www.cincopa.com

Digital Content

Online Audio / 

Audio Digital

Online Marketing

TV, Video, Streaming, IPTV

Solution at a Glance
Cincopa offers a complete video and media platform for publishers, marketers, 
enterprise, sales and digital agencies to manage, host and embed Video, Images and 
Audio on their CMS, Integrate with their Email platforms, Marketing automation, Ad-
serving network, Helpdesk, CRMs and get in-depth analytic insights.
Key Features
•	Developers API
•	Advanced Video Analytics
•	Video marketing (Lead gen, CTA, Annotations) 
•	Video monetization suite (VAST, Pre/Post roll ads)
•	100+ Customizable Video, Audio, Image players, Galleries & Slideshows templates
•	30+ Integrations (CMS, CRM (Salesforce), Email Platforms,E-commerce, Landing page 

builders,Marketing automation, Help Desk and Zapier)

Our Offering
Video & media everywhere. A complete Video & media SaaS platform to manage, 
host and deliver various types of media complete with detailed actionable analytics 
throughout your organization. A solution for every department. (Marketing, Sales, 
Internal Comm (HR), Dev, Commercial and PR)

Customer Challenges and Benefits:  
Customers are looking for an end-to-end solution to easily manage and embed media 
(Video, images and audio) on their web assets and various platforms (CMS, Marketing, CRM, 
LMS, Internal Portal etc).
The Cincopa media CMS offers highly customizable interactive video and media templates 
as well as tools that support core business KPIs such as generating leads, monetizing video 
content, using video to close more sales deals, engage employees, clients, prospects and 
partners, share videos privately and securely inside the organization and Integrate with 
core business platforms.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators: 
Cincopa offers a wide selection of easily customizable Video, Images and Audio Player, 
Galleries and Portal Templates all in a single media CMS solution supported by powerful 
APIs and analytics covering every business need 

Company References and Strategic Partners:   
Partners: Salesforce •  HubSpot
Customers: Discovery Channel (Publisher) • Buzzfeed (Publisher) • 911memorial.org 
(Publisher) • Remax (Publisher) • KFC (YUM) (Internal Comm.) • Dell (Internal Comm.)
Globes.co.il  (Publisher) • ESRI (Internal Comm. Saleforce) •… Over 80,000 customers

http://www.cincopa.com
https://www.cincopa.com/
http://www.cincopa.com
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www.emaze.com

Solution at a Glance
With Automaze, our AI tool that automatically generates professionally designed custom 
websites and photo albums in minutes, brands can create custom branded template 
designs, and gift their fans and followers with their own free content. With Emaze.me, our 
open social media network for all feeds with automatic minute by minute engagement, 
brands, content creators and consumers can view other Emaze websites, and explore 
the content from all of their social media channels in one centralized feed. The Emaze.me 
combined feed takes users’ Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube content and puts it 
all in one place.

Our Offering
Emaze offers brands and content creators a way to build direct relationships with their fans 
and gain visibility, access new advertising channels, curate their content, and own their user 
data. We offer consumers their own professional custom website, and a fun centralized 
place to follow all of their social media.

Customer Challenges and Benefits:  
Brands and content creators don’t have a way to capitalize on the untapped potential of 
their followers. They also don’t have a way to communicate directly with their fans, collect 
data on their followers, and are always looking for additional sources of revenue and places 
to promote their brand. Consumers struggle to find ways to create professional websites 
without design and coding help, and are always trying to represent and show off their 
favorite team, musician, etc. They are also frustrated with jumping back and forth between 
so many social media networks to see all of their friends and favorite brands’ content.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators: 
Unlike many technology products and services, Emaze provides solutions for both business 
and consumers. Our advanced AI technology enables our Automaze tool to generate 
professional, customized websites for anyone in moments, and is completely scalable for 
brands to utilize. Aside from Emaze offering our content creation tools that enable anyone 
to create professional websites, blogs, photo albums and more without any coding or 
design knowledge, we offer a combined feed that is currently one of the only ways available 
in today’s market for consumers to view all of their social feeds in one central place.

Emaze has figured out a way to bring brands, content creators and consumers 
unlimited creative capabilities, data ownership, new advertising and 
communication channels, and access to valuable digital real estate.

Digital Content

Multi-channel Marketing, 
Dialog Marketing, Direct- 
Marketing

Online Marketing

Social

https://www.emaze.com/
https://www.emaze.com/
https://www.emaze.com/
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www.engageya.com

The World’s Largest Content and Native Advertising SaaS Platform, 
Leading the Emerging Markets

Ad Networks, Vertical 
Networks, Ad Exchange

Ad Trading

Online Marketing

Mobile Marketing

Solution at a Glance

User Retention and Traffic Uplift 

Engageya’s outstanding technology is proved to be one of the best in the native industry, 

including 12% average CTR on entire network and up to 100% increase on pages-per-user 

on publishers’ article pages. Using its predictive algorithms, Engageya analyzes real-time 

data, including geography, device type, context, verticals and other indicators to match 

people with the topics that are most likely to interest them. Leading analysis & measurement 

tools (e.g. Google analytics, Similarweb, etc.) show that Engageya’s algorithms generate the 

highest time-on-site increase and bounce-rate reduction from the other Native companies

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators: 
1. No setup OR maintenance costs

2. Free periodical platform features updates 

3. Sales, Account and Camp. management training, and ongoing support via HQ teams   

4. Network dashboard & decision panel, providing the network full autonomy to man-

age their network and advertisers, provide separate unique logins to Publishers and 

Advertisers  

5. No traffic bandwidth limitation   

6. Risk-free revshare model - Publisher will keep over 80% from their own sales activity

7. First level support via Engageya’s local office 

https://www.engageya.com/
http://www.engageya.com
https://www.engageya.com/
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www.kueez-ent.com

Solution at a Glance
Kueez aims to provide a personalized content experience by combining creative thinking 
and innovative technology into various media channels.

Our Offering
We know today that the global netizens want their content focused on themselves, their 
interests and brought to them in the platforms they enjoy visiting. 
Kueez’s expertise is how to improve on that formula every day, using a mixture of creative 
writing, original content, improvement on traditional content and upgrading it to a new 
personalized experience using top of the line development teams and new and exciting 
technologies, such as Face recognition and personalized videos.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators: 
Personalized content with high engagement metrics – We provide a real personalized 
experience for our users, therefore 25% of our content is being shared on the social 
networks and being spread virally all over the world. 
In-house developments – Content creation tools, BI tools, analytics dashboards, 
optimization and monetization tools, all developed in-house by our R&D team.
Data-driven approach – Dealing with big data, we measure each decision and perform 
advanced A/B test in order to find the best way to act. We have a huge database of users 
include behavioral analysis.
Out-Of-The-Box spirit – Partnerships with 3rd parties and external technology allow us to 
provide unique and special experience for our audience.

Company References and Strategic Partners:  
We work with the largest media companies in the world: Google, Facebook Audience 
Network, Appnexus, Index Exchange, Rubicon Project, Amazon A9,Taboola, Oath and more…
We work with the most advanced server solutions & monitoring: Amazon AWS, New Relic, 
Cloudflare.
Top brands created branded games in Kueez: eBay, Panasonic, Carolina Lemke and more…

A global content network which specializes in viral personalized content.

Digital Content

https://www.kueez-ent.com/
https://www.kueez-ent.com/
https://www.kueez-ent.com/
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www.primis.tech

Solution at a Glance
We are on a mission to energize our partners’ digital assets with high quality, yet easy 
to implement native video content. Our powerful unit combines the strengths of Native 
advertising with the impact that engaging video provides. 
Primis help publishers raise page circulation, time on site, while engaging their users with 
more native video and increasing the total RPM of each page.

Our Offering
Primis enriches user experience with engaging content, promoting relevant articles that 
users might like, raising time-on-site, click-circulation and RPM.
Our all-in-one solution includes: A lightning fast video player with an intuitive content 
management system optimizing content views, outstanding content solutions and strong 
monetization built in.  

Customer Challenges and Benefits:  
Our native video solution provides:

•	 A new revenue stream.
•	 Raise inbound page circulation.
•	 Increase the user time on site.
•	 Decrease bounce rate. 
•	 Engage the users with relevant native video content.
•	 Worldwide demand coverage.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators: 
Primis is leveraging the power of native advertising that has captured the digital 
market, together with the unparalleled engagement video content delivers. We offer a 
comprehensive, yet simple solution for combining the benefits that both methods offer. 
With one lightweight JS code, a publisher can enhance his site with the most native content 
to engage his users, and at the same time benefiting from a new revenue stream, with high 
RPM’s.

Primis is a pioneer in the native video advertising landscape.

Ad Networks, Vertical 
Networks, Ad Exchange

Digital Content

https://www.primis.tech/
https://www.primis.tech/
https://www.primis.tech/
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www.pubplus.com

Solution at a Glance
Discover your true visitor value and grow your audience based on real-time data
PubPlus is a revenue attribution solution that helps publishers maximize content 
distribution spend, ad revenue, and user engagement.
Our mission is to empower publishers by providing them with insights most publications 
generally overlook. These insights allow them to make better business decisions and 
resume control of their full potential audience.

Our Offering
PubPlus seamlessly aggregates publisher's data into one easy-to-manage platform where 
ad revenue is attributed to the marketing spend, leveraging valuable insights in order to 
maximize growth and profit.
With PubPlus, publishers can easily spot and halt underperforming content distribution 
campaigns and scale the profitable ones in order to maximize their ROI.

Customer Challenges and Benefits:  
•	 Drive more traffic to your site
•	 Diversify your audience using multiple distribution channels 
•	 Maintain high ROIs to your marketing campaigns 
•	 Eliminate inherited loss

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators: 
•	 Unified dashboard that allows you to manage, measure and monitor your marketing 

campaigns
•	 Real time analysis of campaigns KPIs
•	 Integrated with major distribution channels and advertising providers, take actions 

like CPC changes or duplicating campaigns without leaving the screen 
•	 Actionable insights led by a dedicated Publisher Success Manager

Company References and Strategic Partners:
•	 E.W.Scripps
•	 Minute Media
•	 Time Out

PubPlus is a revenue attribution platform for publishers

Ad Serving, Tracking

Digital Content

Multi-channel Marketing

Online Marketing

http://www.pubplus.com/
http://www.pubplus.com
www.pubplus.com
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www.shout.market

Solution at a Glance
Shout is a SaaS to track and analyze the right influencers for your marketing initiatives, 
based on deep analysis of their followers and interactions. The platform analyzes followers 
by country, age, gender and interests, and also identifies "ghosts", all in order to suggest 
the most relevant influencers.

Our Offering
We offer two key services:

1. 360 degrees service, including: building a creative strategy for an influencers campaign, 

tracking the right influencers based on our technology, and execution.

2. SaaS platform allowing any brand or agency globally to track the right influencers 

based on sophisticated analysis of their followers and content 

Customer Challenges and Benefits:  
In a world where people have less and less confidence in advertising, and the use of ad-
blockers in still on the rise, influencers is the ultimate way for brands to reach their target 
audience. Many brands, however, don't really know who influencers’ audience is and who 
interacts with their content. Moreover, many influencers fake their stats by using bots or 
inauthentic followers. As a result - the use of influencers may fail. Our SaaS asks the most 
important question: who is your target audience? Then, it allows you reach influencers who 
actually influence that crowd and are therefore the most relevant for your brand. 

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators: 
We offer a variety of unique technological capabilities in order for a brand to track the 
right influencers:

1. SaaS platform to identify influencers in a variety of social networks

2. Tracking followers based on a brand's target audience (demographics, interests, 

authenticity)

3. Identifying mutual followers, thus allowing the brand to navigate wider or deeper 

exposure

4. Identifying influencers' bot usage and inauthentic growth

5. Analyzing influencers interactions by demographics and authenticity

6. Creating links to use in campaigns in order to measure conversion

7. If needed, building a creative strategy and controlling execution

Digital Content

Online Marketing

Social

Data-driven marketplace for branded social content

https://www.shout.market/
https://www.shout.market/
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www.wemark.com

Solution at a Glance
Wemark is a Blockchain-based marketplace for stock photography. Wemark connect 
customers directly to leading photographers, saving billions in middleman fees. The $4B 
stock photography industry is one of the most centralized markets in digital content, with

Shutterstock and Getty Images controlling the majority of distribution, and taking up to 
85% of what photographers earn.

Our Offering
Some of the best available stock photography content by leading photographers, licensed 
directly by its creators with significant lower prices compared to existing stock agencies. 
Wemark allows businesses and brands to get better prices and flexibility (no subscriptions 
or image packs) and support creators by licensing their content with a middleman and the 
associated distribution fees.

Customer Challenges and Benefits:  
•	 Better prices for high-quality stock photos

•	 More flexibility (no subscriptions or image packs)

•	 Better curation – only high-quality photos from selected producers

•	 Support creators by licensing content directly without a middleman

Company References and Strategic Partners:
Wemark partnered with 9 most well-known premium/mid-stock image partners such as: 
Caia Image, Cavan Images, Monkey Business, Mint Images, The Good Brigade, Glasshouse 
Images, India Pictures, Maskot and more. Also - partnerships with photographers 
communities like Gurushots and ViewBug, and platforms representing the demand side – 
Wibbitz, Showbox.com, etc.

Blockchain-based marketplace for stock photography

Digital Content

https://www.wemark.com/
https://www.wemark.com/
https://www.wemark.com/
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www.whiteraven.ai

Solution at a Glance
WR is the visual browser of the vehicle.
We provide content integration platforms for connected cars' multimedia systems.
The platform links multiple sources of location-based content and services such as: 
advertisers, local content providers, publishers, gaming developers, and social media.
The content is extended to the vehicle's infotainment system through our cloud service and 
is integrated into an augmented reality layer on the vehicle's digital displays.

Our Offering
White Raven develops visual search engines that identify unique points of interest in 
the outdoor urban environment and highlight them in AR. The engines are middleware 
platforms between in-car infotainment systems and location-based services.

Customer Challenges and Benefits:  
WR is delivering an augmented reality based immersive excursion, that leverages the 
vehicle's competitive digital infrastructure to attract (and monetize) the attention of 
passengers.
Enhancing the brand awareness and value by providing an engaging and utilitarian overall 
digital experiences as part of the core journey experience.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators: 
White Raven is creating a new category of content discovery for connected mobility. We 
offer to optimize location-based services for in car consumption through an augmented 
reality medium.
Our proprietary computer vision technology and Geo-Visual database are optimized to 
identify any place in the physical world in real time.

Company References and Strategic Partners:
White Raven is working with car manufactures, mobility services, and local content creators 
to create a new passenger experience in any vehicles.

White Raven augments a connected vehicle’s surroundings with geo-aware 
information, retail offers, and entertainment, offering brands an innovative 
media channel that enables real-time customer action.

Digital Content

Social

TV, Video, Streaming, IPTV

IoT

https://www.whiteraven.ai/
https://www.whiteraven.ai/
https://www.whiteraven.ai/
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www.wochit.com

Solution at a Glance
Wochit is a cloud-based video creation platform that enables any storyteller, regardless of 
video creation experience or skill, to create original videos with scale and unprecedented 
speed. Curation is handled too, with Wochit giving access to the most relevant images, 
videos, and social content, thanks to a rights-cleared media library.
 The platform has a powerful editor, where you can
•	 Easily adjust image and video duration.
•	 Add in custom text overlays, animations, sounds and graphics.
•	 Record your voice or use our voice-over talent network.
•	 Use automatic high-definition rendering, branding and sound mixing.

Our Offering
Wochit gives professional storytellers the platform to be unique and efficient with their 
video marketing:
•	 Wochit is a video storytelling platform that helps storytellers create more video.
•	 Wochit combines a powerful cloud-based editing suite with collaboration workflow 

tools.
•	 Its library has 75M fully licensed photos and videos from top professional sources like 

Reuters, Getty, AFP and others, and deep integrations with social media like Instagram, 
Twitter, and Tenor GIFs.

Customer Challenges and Benefits:  
Creating video, quickly, and at scale, is difficult. However, Wochit’s powerful platform means 
that you:
• Have the ability to take content creation and storytelling in house, giving you more control 
over the content itself • Content creation becomes very fast, easy, efficient and affordable 
• Consistency around all video content is maintained, as graphics and brand guidelines can 
easily be implemented on the Wochit platform • Issues around rights become a thing of 
the past, as Wochit offers approved content. It simplifies delivery and production of video 
content, and can also lessen the load regarding translation workflow.

Unique Selling Points and Differentiators: 
Wochit is the one-stop shop for video content creation because of:
• A library of 75M fully licensed photos and videos • Hundreds rights-cleared music tracks. 
• Dedicated onboarding and support • Twitter and GIF integrations so you can cover 
important stories easily across multiple markets • Our tailored graphics help you build 
great video that matches your brand identity.

Make videos worth sharing. You make the video, we make it easy.

Digital Content

Online Audio / Audio 
Digital

Social

https://www.wochit.com/
www.wochit.com
https://www.wochit.com/
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